Viktoria Tolstoy
The Swedish singer Viktoria Tolstoy was born in the small town of Sigtuna, near Stockholm, in 1974, but
she has Russian blood in her veins. Her great-grandfather, the son of the world-famous writer Leo
Tolstoy, grew up in Tsarist Russia. He suffered from a nervous illness, sought medical help from a
famous Swedish specialist, fell in love with the specialist’s daughter, married her and settled in Sweden
at the end of the 19th century. Since then the ancestors of Viktoria, the great-great-granddaughter of the
legendary novelist, have lived in Sweden.
Viktoria’s childhood and adolescence were spent in Uppsala. Her father, a Swedish jazz musician, took
his daughter’s musical education into his own hands, and introduced her to the world of jazz. In the mid
1990’s, while performing at a Stockholm club, she was discovered by a record company and offered a
recording contract. Her debut album Smile, Love and Spice – for which her father wrote several of the
tracks – immediately attracted the attention of the circle of leading Swedish jazz musicians, such as Arne
Domnerus, Putte Wickman and Svante Thuresson.
Less than two years later, her strongly poppop-oriented album För Älskad – Too Loved hurled her to the top
of the charts, and made her a star at home almost overnight.
In 1997, the then only 22 yearyear-old Tolstoy recorded
recorded the phenomenal White Russian.
Russian. The melodious pop
jazz on this album established her place in the charts as a star in Sweden. She had written the music
together with her compatriot Esbjörn Svensson (who was also the producer of the album) and they
performed together with his trio e.s.t. Soon afterwards Viktoria Tolstoy accompanied e.s.t. on their first
German tour.
Next, Viktoria performed worldwide with jazz greats such as Ray
Ray Brown and McCoy Tyner and
concentrated mainly on developing her career in Sweden. In 2000 she released a selection of jazz
standards with her quartet, which were published under the title Blame It On My Youth.
Nils Landgren had already featured her as a guest on his Funk Unit album 5000 Miles (ACT 9271-2) in
1999, and three years later Tolstoy could again be heard on his ballads album Sentimental Journey (ACT
9409-2). Since the end of 2003 she has been exclusively signed to ACT. In February 2004 she released
her ACT debut album Shining on You (ACT 9701-2). Within a week it reached number 2 in the Swedish
jazz charts and number 26 in the pop charts.
The songs – “incredibly beautiful and intimate melodies” (FonoForum) – again all originated from the pen
of Esbjörn Svensson. Nils Landgren produced this successful album, which in the same year received a
German Jazz Award. The press raved about her voice “as clear as glass, simply wonderful” (taz),
“unpretentiously natural, with a light, smoky timbre” (Hamburger Abendblatt) and praised her as a
“master of ‘less is often more’” (FonoForum).
Tolstoy toured for a whole year all over Europe with her own show, supported the Nils Landgren Funk
Unit with two songs on the album Funky ABBA (ACT 9430-2) including the incredible “When all is said
and done” with none other than Benny Andersson himself on the piano, and accompanied the band on
the Funky ABBA tour of China.
In April 2005 Tolstoy released her second album on ACT: My Swedish Heart (ACT 9705-2). It’s an
expression of love and a tribute to 50 years of “Jazz made in Sweden”. The selection of songs ranges
from compositions by Jan Johansson or Lars Gullin and freshly treated traditionals - among them the
folksong “Jag Vet en Dejlig Rosa” that was made famous by Monica Zetterlund’s 1964 recording with
the Bill Evans Trio - to compositions by Viktorias friends and colleagues Esbjörn Svensson, Lars
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Danielsson, Anders Jormin and Jacob Karlzon. The Süddeutsche Zeitung called the album - which
reached number 1 in the Swedish and number 2 in the German jazz charts, and was a huge success on
extended tours of Europe and Canada - an „elegant balancing act between Scandinavian folk and jazz“.
Her third ACTACT-album Pictures Of Me (ACT 9712-2), released in October 2006, is another example of
her versatility, and it is full of surprising and personal interpretations of famous (and less famous) pop
songs by Paul Simon, Prince, Peter Gabriel, Stevie Wonder, a.o. Viktoria Tolstoy, her long time piano
player Jacob Karlzon and her current producer, the wonderful bass player and cellist Lars Danielsson
have found wonderful arrangements for their convincing adaptations. With Pictures of Me, Tolstoy
entered the Swedish album chart at #27.
For many years now, Viktoria Tolstoy has been
been keen to explore her Russian musical roots. Together with
ACT colleague Nils Landgren, producer already on her first two albums, Tolstoy finally dared to attempt
this undertaking and managed to make a modern kaleidoscope of Russian music by bringing out My
Russian Soul (ACT 9721-2, release date: October 2008). It was created with the incorruptible
perspective of an artist, who gets to the bottom of her musical visions as well as her soul.
The ACT Signature Edition, released in April 2011, gives an impressive overview of Viktoria Tolstoy’s
artistic career to date: two CDs with a total of 24 tracks document her path as one of the most defining
and successful artists of European jazz.
Letters to Herbie (ACT 95199519-2), released in September 2011, is dedicated to one of Viktoria Tolstoy’s
greatest inspirations: the music of American pianist and composer Herbie Hancock. Its soulful grooving
songs, particularly from the 80s, gives Viktoria Tolstoy, together with producer Nils Landgren, a totally
new and unmistakable sound between jazz, soul and pop.
With A Moment Of Now (Release: November 2013) Viktoria Tolstoy and Pianist Jacob Karlzon create 14
fascinating and magical moments that will remain in the listeners ears for long. In an intimate duo setting
the two change the fundamental character of carefully selected songs from Jazz, Pop and Rock.

Viktoria Tolstoy on ACT:
2013 – A Moment Of Now – ACT 9727-2 (Duo mit Jacob Karlzon)
2011 – Letters to Herbie – ACT 9724-2
2011 – Signature Edition – ACT 6008-2
2008 – My Russian Soul – ACT 9721-2
2006 – Pictures of Me – ACT 9712-2
2005 – My Swedish Heart – ACT 9705-2
2004 – Shining On You – ACT 9701-2
Further recordings with Viktoria Tolstoy on ACT:
2013 – Torsten Goods: Love Comes To Town – ACT 9726-2
2006 – Nils Landgren: Christmas with My Friends – ACT 9454-2 & ACTDVD 9901-9
2005 – Diverse: Magic Voices II – ACT 9706-2
2004 – Nils Landgren Funk Unit: Funky ABBA – ACT 9430-2
2003 – Diverse: Magic Voices – ACT 9013-2
2002 – Nils Landgren: Sentimental Journey – ACT 9409-2
1999 – Nils Landgren Funk Unit: 5000 Miles – ACT 9271-2
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